Nick Cave and the aftermath of grief
An article by ABR Fellow Felicity Plunkett

Felicity Plunkett – the 2019 ABR Patrons’ Fellow – brings all her musical and literary discernment to this appreciation of Australian-born musician and writer Nick Cave’s ever-protean creativity following the death of his adolescent son Arthur in 2015.

Dynamic, divisive and eloquent, Nick Cave has been making art since the 1970s. In 2015, during the recording of his album Skeleton Tree with his band The Bad Seeds, his fifteen-year-old son Arthur died after an accidental fall. It goes without saying that the impact of this on Cave’s life and work has been profound.
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This essay captures some of the ways Cave has dealt creatively with trauma, charting an astonishing resilience and the ways mourning has changed his work, from the documentary account of the making of Skeleton Tree, One More Time With Feeling and beyond, into a series of intimate letters in response to fans’ vulnerable questions.
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